Ensure your data is protected.
Logicalis BaaS portfolio provides
peace of mind.
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However, very few organisations have been
able to transform their data protection
processes. There is a perception that
backup is complex and change will bring
unnecessary risk. In short: it’s too hard.
Logicalis’ BaaS portfolio makes it easy!
We allow you to choose the service that
best aligns to your requirements, offering
both on-premise infrastructure with off-site
cloud replication or a Cloud only solution,
all backed by 24x7 management. Periodic
retoration testing ensures our backups
have been completely successful and our
SLAs are backed by penalties.

“...most organisations consistently state they
have the same data protection challenges, but
rarely do they try to approach these issues any
differently.” – Enterprise Strategy Group

Logicalis understands that customers come in different sizes and have different service
requirements and we have developed a backup portfolio that allows you to choose the service
that best aligns and addresses your needs, with a simple pricing model based on the volume of
data being backed-up.
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